An Auburn Physicians Executive MBA prepares you to navigate the complex business of 21st century medicine.

We’ve crafted Auburn’s Physicians Executive MBA program to develop your business skills... and to fit into your demanding schedule.

The innovative design and academic quality of the program, the technology employed, and the personal care and guidance you receive from the moment you register to the moment you graduate, distinguish the Auburn Physicians Executive MBA from all others.

You’ll learn collaboratively with an experienced faculty and an outstanding peer group. You’ll gain the knowledge and perspective to meet the intricate business challenges that confront modern health care as well as a competitive advantage in your own practice.

Take the next steps, contact us:
1 877 AUB EMBA
pemba@business.auburn.edu
http://www.AuburnPEMBA.org

An international trip will expand your world view with a first-hand look at health care systems, operations and policies in other countries. Past trips have included England, France, Italy, The Netherlands, and Australia.

21 months, start to finish
Five short on-campus residencies & two study trips
• In-depth interaction with faculty & fellow students
• CME credits in partnership with Southern Medical Association
• Easy access from the Atlanta airport

Innovative distance learning technologies
• Streaming video and internet collaboration
• Study as your schedule allows
• No scheduled internet interactions; your Saturdays are yours

Modern healthcare is easy for you.
Getting around here isn’t...

You know your way around medicine. You’ve been over that landscape for years. But what about finance, or law? Strategy or leadership? What about the business of medicine? If that world is terra incognita, an Auburn Physician specific Executive MBA will help you find your path.

In 2015 Modern Healthcare ranked Auburn’s Physicians EMBA Program 1st in the nation among MBA Programs for Physicians.
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